Secure today, grow tomorrow.

Avanade Security Services
Holistic security for the modern enterprise

The demand for enterprise security has never been greater. Whether you are leveraging the cloud, modernizing your workplace, or worried about cyberattacks and data breaches, Avanade delivers the security solutions you need today, to succeed and grow tomorrow. Our comprehensive capabilities help you unleash growth, cut costs and drive collaboration, while giving you the power to prevent, detect and respond to cybersecurity threats. And as the world’s most trusted and experienced Microsoft partner, we are uniquely positioned to secure the technologies at the core of your business.

Why businesses use Avanade Security Services

- **Enabling the modern workplace:** Ensure your data and users are protected as they collaborate on next-generation platforms, such as Microsoft Office 365 and Windows 10
- **Securing the cloud:** Speed your journey to the cloud – whether public, private or hybrid – while reducing risk, errors and vulnerabilities
- **Modernizing identity and access management:** Give your users convenient access across applications – anytime and from anywhere – with visibility, compliance and business agility
- **Simplifying your security:** Identify your security gaps and consolidate spending to create a simplified, cost-effective security roadmap

90% of global C-suite executives lose sleep worrying about security breaches.

Benefits of Avanade Security Services

- **Holistic security:** Intelligent, robust security across all end-points and applications
- **Consolidation:** Maximize cost-savings with a simplified security landscape and roadmap
- **Secure Innovation:** Enable digital transformation, in the cloud and the workplace, securely
- **Modern collaboration:** Achieve seamless collaboration and new levels of productivity, without excess risk
How Avanade secures your enterprise:

Comprehensive solutions, powered by end-to-end advisory, implementation and managed services

Technology alone won't secure your business. How you devise strategies and tactics to address your key challenges is a crucial part of success. Avanade can help you on your journey – from defining your strategy, to implementing and managing a secure and integrated platform. Our deep expertise and security services pull it all together in these three offerings:

Cloud Security
With 83% of enterprise workloads going to the cloud by 2020¹, this rapid shift raises new challenges for security professionals. We help you innovate with less risk, speeding your adoption of cloud and hybrid cloud environments. Combining our deep expertise with Microsoft Azure’s advanced tools, we rationalize and configure your applications for the cloud and provide intelligent, automated solutions to detect, defend and remediate cloud security.

Secure Modern Workplace
As you make the transition to a modern workplace, your users must be empowered to work securely, anywhere, on any device. Our Workplace Security solution combines the most powerful, automated security features available in the Microsoft 365 stack with a focus on building up a robust security culture, from the inside-out. You will simplify the management of all your end-points – including mobile devices and desktops – while gaining the confidence and technologies needed to foster a bold new era of collaboration.

Identity and Access Management
Ensuring the correct access to your information by only the right people, at the right time, is the cornerstone of a successful security regime. Our IAM solution helps you support a new digital ecosystem, by simplifying, automating and enabling self-service management of identity, access and governance, leveraging our deep expertise and advanced platforms such as Azure Active Directory.

Avanade and Microsoft: The right security combination

Microsoft invests more than $1 billion annually on its security offerings. For many businesses, consolidating your security spend on the same technology ecosystem that is already at the core of your business just makes sense.

With Azure cloud services and now Microsoft 365, which combines Office 365, Windows 10 and Enterprise Mobility + Security, Microsoft offers you integrated, end-to-end technologies to protect your data, devices, and business apps, so you can detect, analyze and prevent threats, faster and with more intelligence.

Avanade is the Microsoft expert

By the numbers, we have delivered more Azure and Office 365 solutions than any other partner on the planet. Named as the Microsoft Partner of the Year for 11 consecutive years, alongside our strategic partner Accenture, we are the experts when it comes to integrating Microsoft in the enterprise.

As a result, no other partner is better positioned than Avanade to give you the strategic insights and professional support needed to fully unlock Microsoft’s advanced threat protection, identity and security solutions.

Ready to make your business more secure?

Learn more about taking the next steps toward a holistic security strategy: www.avanade.com/security